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I. THE MEANING OF THE TERM 

It is important to give the word mid rash its true meaning. It is often taken 
as a synonym for fable or moral legend. Actually, it designates an edifying and 
explanatory genre closely tied to Scripture, in which the role of amplification 
is real but secondary and always remains subordinate to the primary religious 
end, which is to show the full import of the work of God, the Word of God. 
The pejorative sense which is often given to the word midrash occasions, 
among other things, an unfortunate misunderstanding of the antecedents of 
this genre in biblical literature. However, as Dom G. M. Camps writes, "the 
fact that the book of Wisdom from chapter 10 to the end is a typical midrash 
proves that this genre is not unworthy of divine inspiration"(MidraI Sabre la 
Historia de les Plagues, in Miscellenea biblica B. Ubach, Monteserrat, 1953, 
p.97). 

In any case, philology as well as history opposes the misir.terpretation 
noted above. Though the root drl has several different nuances to the Bible, it 
assumes a precise sense already in the later biblical writings. And as early as 
the Tannaitic age this root, and especially the substantive mdrl which is 
derived from it, took on a technical meaning which it has kept to this day in 
Judaism. Inadequate information about Judaism usually accounts for much 
of the misunderstanding of the midrashic genre, although this genre was 
already completely formed at the time of the birth of Christianity. 

I. The Hebrew Bible. The word mdri is mentioned only two times: in II 
Chron. I~:22 and 24:27, and it designates the non-canonical sources used by 
the author. The Hebrew text of Sirach 5' :2.1 uses the expression bbvt mdrt v 
(Greek ii, O'''W rrmDfIO"/. On the other hand. the vern tid occurs very 
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frequently. In all its uses, secular or religious, it evokes the idea of a directed 
search, such as determining the identity of a person (II Sam. II :3), searching 
for that which is lost (Deut. 22:2) or examining the guilt of a man (Job 10:6). 
Most often, however, the term is used in a religious sense. It means to frequent 
a cultic place, to seek God, to seek the response of God in worship and in 
personal prayer (Amos 5:5; II Chron.I:5; Deut. 12:5; Ps. 34:5; 69:33; 105:4, 
etc.). But it is especially in the Scriptures that one seeks him. This meaning is 
common in the post-exilic age: it is to Scripture that one turns to find the 
responses of God. drl designates, then, the study ofTorah (in the broad sense, 
that is, the whole divine revelation, conceived of as the standard of life; cf. A. 
Robert, "Le sens du mot Loi dans Ie ps. CXIX," in Revile Biblique, 1937, p. 
205-206): Ps. 119:45, 94, 155; I Chron. 28:8; or the study of the mighty 
interventions of God in the history of Israel: Ps. III :2: "Great are the works of 
the Lord, studied (drwsym) by all those who have pleasure in them. "Is. 34: 16, 
a post-exilic text (d. art. lsaie, in D.B.S., IV, 678-679), is significant in this 
respect; it is an invitation to seek in the book of the Lord --drSw m( 1 spr 
)'Jr",Jr-~the prophecies about Edom in order to compare the prediction wit h 
the fulfillrne.it. 

Those who were filled wi.h thoughts drawn from contemplation of the 
sacred texts, like Ezra (7: 10), 'Ir the author of Ps. III (cf. vs. I) and Ben Sira 
(Sirach 24:23-24, Greek) did not keep them to themselves: diligent study of 
texts ended in a doctrinal and edifying statement. 

Since the meaning of the root darai wss fixed during the post-exilic age, 
we should not pause over the meaning of the word midral in the biblical 
passages mentioned. The nature of the writings which served as sources for the 
Chronicler remain somewhat mysterious for us, but since the meaning of the 
root is clear, it is likely that when the Chronicler used the term midrai he was 
alluding to the historical works which glossed Scripture for the purpose of 
instruction and edification. As for the "house of midrash" of which Ren Sira 
speaks, it was probably already a place where Scripture was studied and 
interpreted. The book of Sirach itself is a typical product of this activity. 

2. In the Rabbinic Literature. Rabbinic Hebrew adds nothing. 
essentially, 10 the meaning of the verb darai. II always means careful st udy of 
a biblical passage. The practical concern for teaching and edification is 
evident whether the verb or its derivative deraia' appears. 

Derosa? is a "doctrinal statement or a sermon": its purpose is not only to 
explicate Scripture. but also to make its meaning known in public, "tn 
preach." The darien is the one who publicly expounds Scripture. the 
"preacher." (The documents from the Judean desert also me nrion the office of 
the interpreer of the Law. dorei lia- Torah: he should dedicate himself 
exclusively' 0 study: Rule of th- Community of Qumran. V1,6- 7; cl. also the 
Damascus Document, VI, 7; '/11, 18.) 
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In rabbinic literature midrash has the general sense of "search, .. with the 
double nuance of study (e.g. M. Avot I: 17: "It is not study [midra.f] which is 
essential, but practice"; in this case mid rash is often synonymous to talmud: y. 
Pes. 30b, etc.) and explanation (M. Ket, 4:6: "R. Eleazar ben Azariah has 
presented this explanation [midraS] before the court of Yavneh ... "; M. 
Sheq. 6:6, etc.). But it is especially in reference to Scripture (y. Yorna, 40c; b. 
Qid., 49a, 49b; Genesis Rabba 42, I [Theodor, 398,6]: "He explained [doreS] 
the following verse ... "; Gen. R. 42, 3 [Theodor, 399-400, I] etc.). From 
this comes the common usage of Bet ha-MidraJ (cf. Sirach 51:22), the "house 
of study," in the sense of a place where one was dedicated to the study of 
Scripture (M. Shabo 16:1; b. Meg. 27a, etc.).: As opposed to the literal 
explanation, called peiat, the term midrash designates an exegesis which 
moves beyond the simple and literal sense in order to penetrate into the spirit 
of Scripture; to scrutinize the text more deeply and draw from it 
interpretations which are not always immediately obvious (the opinion given 
by Rabba in b. Yev. 24a proves the midrash and peiat were clearly 
distinguished). 

In a more special sense midrash (plural: midraiimi designates something 
written for the purpose of interpreting the Bible, usually homiletical, like the 
Midrash Rabbah, which is a commentary on the Pentateuch (and the five 
Megillot). I 

In summary, in the mbbinic literature the term has taken on a "technical" 
meaning: mid rash is always in rapport with Scripture, in the sense of 
searching. trying to understand the meaning and content of the biblical text in 
order to reveal and explain publicly the meaning o! Scripture, 

II. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF RABBINIC MIDRASII 

We cannot enter into the details of rabbinic midrash or midrashic 
literature here. Our purpose is only to try to define and to make clear the 
essential and fundamental characteristics of midrash. 

I lt s Point of Departure is Scripture. This is its fundamental character
istiC. w luch already excludes any possibility of Iinding parallels to this literary 
geJlre outside of Israel. Midrash isthereforea genre which is peculiar to Israel. 
like pr ophccy. hut per haps even more unique. Midrash cannot occur outside 
01 Israel because it presupposes faith in the revelation which is recorded in the 
hol , books. It is a reflecuon. a meditation on the sacred texts, a "searching" of 
Scr ipture. 

:!. It is Iloll1i1etical.l hose who "search" the Scriptures are not "iv or y 
............ \ Im\ cr ' scholars 1\1 idrash is not a genre of the academy; it is rather a popula r 

-,::::p genre. and above all it is homiletical. Its origin is certainly to be sought for the 
1110s1 part in the liturgical reading of the Torah for Sabbaths and Feasts.And 
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the Palestinian Targum, which is functionally midrashic, must not be thought 
of independently of the lectionary reading of Scripture; it very probably 
reflects the homilies which followed the Scriptural reading in the synagogues. 

3. It is a Study Which is Attentive to the Text. This is a natural corollary. 
Since the sacred text was read in the synagogue and had to be commented 
upon in a homily relating to it, attempts were made to understand it better. 
Because of this it was studied diligently. that it might be understood and its 
obscurities made clear. This concern of the rabbis meant that they often began 

. their inquiry by asking the question: why?-mpny mh is an expression 
frequently used by the rabbis in their interpretation (cf. Bacher, Die 
exegetische Terminologie A, I D,. Thus. for example, Ir.:y explained and tried 
to give the precise meaning If rare or difficult terms: ' yn . . . >P, "this is 
nothing other than," "this is the same as." An obscure word was often 
explained by a similar term belonging to a foreign language related to 
Hebrew, with the remark that the word given is liwn kniny, Phoenician (Sifre, 
II, 306; ed. Finkelstein, p. 336, 12 and notes, ibid.); or liwn msry; Coptic 
(Pesiqta de Rab Kahana, I09b); or liwn swrsy, Syriac (Mekhilta; ed. 
Lauterbach, I, 28); or derived from still other languages. Naturally these 
philological explanations are no longer satisfactory to us; on the other hand, 
the interpretation itself is often quite pertinent. The principal method by 
which the rabbis clarify the sacred text and probe its depths is by recourse to 
parallel passages. The Bible forms a unit; it comes from God in all of its parts 
and it therefore offers a broad context to which one should always return. 
Since they knew the Scriptures by heart they were constantly explaining the 
Bible by the Bible-tll'rh mtwk twrh-which is clearly an excellent principle. 
The recourse to Scripture took on various forms: the author could refer to 
isolated passages taken from different places. hut he usunllv used a motif 
Ordinarily only :I few sources were used. and one SCIl'C'S amollg the 
midrashists a tendency 10 be selective. There are. however. cases in which the 

author uses a single text. 

4. Adaptation to the Present. If midrashic exegesis consists primarily in 
an attentive study of the texts, it does not stop there. Its aim is not purely 
theoretical. Its goal is primarily practical: to define the lessons for faith and 
for the religious way of life contained ill the biblical text. The practical aspect 
was probanly not in the foreground in the biblical mid rash, for this midrash 
related to an age in which tile need for adaptation was not felt to the same 
extent as toward the end of the biblical age. But it had already assumed a place 
in certain apocryphal writings, such as Jubilees. the Damascus Document and 
the Rule of the Community of Qumran. and was to take on a much more 
ohvio ns importance in the rabbinic midraiim. This practical concern Ic~ 
rnidr;lsh to reinterpret Scripture. to "actuali,e"it. This charaeteri~tic . among 
others which we cannot discuss here--along with the close relation and 
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constant reference to Scripture, is the essence of midrash. These two 
characteristics, which ate constant, are the very soul ofthe midrashic method, 

This tendency to actualization corresponds to the way in which Israel
and later the Church-has always understood Scripture as the word of God. It 
always involves a living Word addressed personally to the people of God and 
to each of its members, a Word which makes clear the divine wishes and 
demands and calls for a response, never theoretical, and a commitment: the 
fidelity of a people a nd each of its members to the demands which the Word 
makes manifest. Revealed at a specific point in history, this Word is 
nevertheless addressed to men of all times. Thus it ought to remain open 
indefinitely to all new understandings of the message, all legitimate 
adaptations and all new situations. These things are the foundation and the 
raison d 'etre of mid rash. So long as there is a people of God who regard the 
Bible as the living Word of God, there will be midrash; only the name might 
change. Nothing is more characteristic in this regard than the use oftheOT in 
the NT: it always involves midrashic actualization. The newness resides in the 
actualization itself, in the present situation to which the ancient texts are 
applied and adapted. 

5. Aggadah and halakah.-As we have already noted. liturgical reading 
of the Scriptures held the place of honor in the synagogues. This reading 
provided the material for the sermon, which followed it immediately and was 
generally a commentary on the Scripture lesson in the form ofaggadah. In the 
schools, which often adjoined the synagogue, this same biblical text was used 
for instruction; it was studied and commented on and a rule of life or halakah 
was drawn from it. Hence the Law became the subject matter for daily 
instruction and tradition. 

We therefore can distinguish two kinds of midraiim, based on the nature 
of the part of the Torah which is studied and the purpose of the study. The first 
deals primarily with the legal parts of the Torah, seeking therein to define the 
Jaws and to discover in them the fundamental principles by which new laws for 
resolving new problems might be derived, as well as arguments for justifying 
certain customs which already were traditional. This sort of midrash is 
designated by the term midrai halakah (the basic sense of this term is "walk, 
step, way", from which the meaning "law. precept", standard of human 
behavior is derived) or halak hie interpretation of the Torah. The other, which 
relates particularly to the narrative parts of the Torah and seeks to define the 
meaning of the stories and the events of history, is designated by the name 
midrai aggadah. 

This intense activity of study and "practical" interpretation of the Torah. 
pursued for many centuries, has given rise to a collection of explanations and 
commentaries which, having been transmitted orally by scholars from 
generation to generation were finally redacted to Ior-n a whole body of 
halak hic commentaries, the Tannaitic midralim. Tnese midrashim contain 
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very ancient materials and have for the most part preserved the simple 
methods of interpretation of the ancient scholars, who limited themselves to a 

very literal explanation of the biblical text. 
Aggadah, vhich is very rich and of great religious value, has given rise to 

a vast literature, which included homilies and commentaries following the 
biblical books. (These "commentai<:s" are very different from the writings to 
which this name is given today, -vhrch are, rather, expositions that take the 
text as a point of departure, like certain patristic commentaries or "treatises",) 

Aggadah is above all a means of popular instruction, in which the biblical
 
text sometimes serves as a springboard for rising to the level of meditation of
 

the mysteries of God. 

III. THE BIBLICAL ORIGINS OF MIDRASH 

I. The historical setting of the birth of the midrashic process, (I.) The 
exile.-We have established that at a certain point the terms darai and midras 
acquired a precise meaning which refers consistently and almost exclusively to 
Scripture, and suggests an activity consisting of studying, searching, 
"pondering" and explaining Scripture, particularly in the form of a homily. 
This evolution corresponds to a specific situation and reflects a particularly 
important period of the history of the people of God. It coincides wit h the 
doctrinal and literary development which placed the Law at the center of the 
life of Israel. Historically it is hardly debatable that the Torah acquired this 
central place as early as the Exile, particularly during the Restoration and the 
Persian period. Though we know very little about the material life of Israel 
during the Exile, we are better informed (for example. by the book of Erekiel 
and chapters 40-55 of Isaiah) about its spiritual evolution during this long 
trial, which R. P. Grollenberg, O. P. (in Atlas de/a Bible, Paris. Elsevier, 1955, 
p. 98), terms the "years of introspection and hope," when Israel "meditated 
upon all the p.'evious action of Yahweh; read and re-read what remained of 
the traditions of Moses and of the great prophets (ibid" p. 100). Israel 
reflected, in some manner, on he. destiny. For though he, national pat rimony 
had been lost, in this "return" to Yahweh-tesuI'a!J--an idea which took 
shape with the prophets and of which they never ceased to preach, the people 
turned to the only pat rimony which remained. tradition. composed essent ially 
of narrative traditions about the history olthe people of God and of legislative 
traditions. of which the exiles were the pnncipal trustees. And when the hope 
of a return to the land of the fathers was raised. the exiles 110 doubt curcfutly 
collected all that remained of the precious patrimony. which linked the 
present to the past and at the same timeserved as a program for restoration. 
provided that it he adapted to the new radically changed circurnqancesl he 
prophetic visions of the future, far from excluding the past. were based on the 
mernot v of it: thus chapters 40-4R of E7ekicl. which established the liturgical 
rubric for the new community (a description of the Temple 10 he const ructed, 

the functions of the priestly descendants of Zadok, the ritual for the feasts, the 
partition of Palestine), depend to a great extent on Deuteronomy and the 
Holiness Code, as Mgr. G. Ricciotti has rightly noted (Hist, d'Israel, II, Paris, 
Picard, 1948, p, 95): "It seems undeniable that Ezekiel worked, as it were, on 
the fabric of preceding legislation, especially that of Deuteronomy: this would 
explain the parallelism of the laws; but at the same time the sacred writer was 
not content with a mere transcription: it was his intention to change the 
ancient law which he adapted to the future nation.... " 

(2.) The Persian age.-(a) The canonization of Scripture.-The Persian 
age, with the decree of Cyrus and the return of the Jews to Palestine, began a 
new period which was to become especially important since that was when the 
entire life of Israel was reorganized around Scripture, which began to be 
codified into a canon of sacred Scripture. The most rerna; Kable activity of this 
period, which conditioned the whole future and the entire structure of the 
religious life of Judaism, was in fact that which ga ve the Pentateuch, after a 
slow redactional process, its definitive form as a sacred text having the value 
of law, or canon, for the whole community. This extensive work, of which 
many elements date very far back into the past, came to gain authority very 
quickly and to create a "milieu"favoring the exclusion of many other writings 
of the O'T. R. P. Grollenberg (op. cit., 100) described this period with these 
words: "During the centuries which elapsed between the completion (If the 
Temple and the Maccabean revolt the Jewish people remained, with their 
priests. gathered around the altar of Yahweh, more than ever a 'people of 
God,' separated from the pagan world and outside of the great political arena. 
lt lI'as in the midst of this silent withdrawal that the OT received its present 
form. The Jews reflected on the past with a broken heart and they completed 
t he great recital of the saving acts of God on the one hand and of the constant 
infidelity of his people on the other. The Pentateuch took the form in which 
we know it; the series of ' former prophets' was edited in a definitive way, and 
the oracles of the 'later prophets' were reworked and ordered. Many of the 
Writings date back to this time, and it can be said that they expressed the 
response of Israel to the revelation of God. We see the people praying in the 
Psalms, weeping in Lamentations, contending in Job. loving in the Song of 
Songs The prophets have now heen replaced by the wise men who 
incorporated the wisdom of the ancient Near East into the heritage of 
Israel. .. 

I he cnnoniz ing of Scripture was of the greatest importance for the 
pcnesis of the rnidrashic genre. From that point on there W.IS a "canonical" 
text on which the people reflected. with which they prayed and which came to 
be the object of study. transmission. teaching and preaching. 

(hl The role of the Law in life and in the cult.v- The sacred text 
tr a nsmittcd hy tradition. designated by the name of Law. Torah. became the 
au t lior u v 0/1.1 rrg ulat ed the life ofrhe ronnnunit v in all its details. A I the sa me 
time the reading and the knowledge of Torah became an essential obligation 
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of piety. It was in this period tha, the reading and teaching ofthe Law entered 
the public life, on the fringe of the sacrificial cult. It was then that the new form 
of divine service appeared, which in the Hellenistic period would become the 
synagogue service properly speaking. The center of this service was the public 
reading and commentary on the passages of the Torah according to the 
Sabbaths and the Feast Days. 

Insofar as the written word became the guide of the nation after the exile, 
the smallest details of the text took on importance; hence the elaborate study 
of the Torah whose goal was to understand the meaning of each word and to 
penetrate into the spirit of the text in order to draw out the deeper meaning 
and its practical application. This study came to be called midrash, or more 
precisely midrash Torah, which might be freely interpreted as "study of the 
meaning of the Torah." 

The Torah was the Law of God which inspired all of life, and midrash 
involved the whole Torah, the narrative as well as the legal parts. There was as 
much zeal for studying the meaning of the events of the past as for 
investigating the precise content and all the implications of the laws and 
commandments contained in the legal parts of the Torah. Nothing warrants 
the assertion that the scribes, and later the rabbis, preferred to study the legal 
texts. as is often thought; only the urgency of the practical needs accounts for 
the fact that this study usually occupied the greatest part of their discussions. 

With the authority of the Torah came also the authority of the priests. 
designated by the Torah as the official scholars and authorized interpreters 
(Deut. 17:8-1J); it was from then, that knowledge of Torah was sought (Hag. 
2: II; Mal. 2:7; cf. .Ier. 18:18; Ezck. 44: 15-24). After the reconstruction of the 
Temple and the restoration cf the sacrificial cult they became the religious 
heads of the people, with the double task of offering the sacrifices and 
teaching the Law of God. New circumstances. however. gave rise to a new 
ruling class. at first within the priestly circle itself. then more and more 
alongside it: the Soferim, who gradually gained authority with the people. 
Their work consisted especially in transmitting and studying the Law and 
seeing that it was enforced. 

The beginning of this essential activity of study and interpretation of the 
Torah is traditionally ascribed to Ezra, Regun in the time of bra. .scribe 
skilled in the Law u( Moses (Sofet mahir he- Torat Moieh ) (bra 7:6; cf. 7: II; 
Neh. 8: I.4.13; 12:26,36). and his colleagues the soferim, it would have been 
continued by their successors. the scholars of following generations. This 
acrivity was therefore founded entirely on Scripture. Ezra. the pries', the 
scribe. learned ill matters of the cmnrnandments of rhe Lord and his statutes 
for Israel. . . .liad set his heart to study (lidroi) the rail' of' he Lord, and 10 

do it, and to leach his statutes and ordinances in Israel (Ezra 7:1-10). It is in 
this same sense that tradition has understood the solemn reading of the l.aw, 
made before the people at the time of the assembly which Ezra brought 
together in the seventh month. when the Levites readfrom the book.from the 
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law of God. clearly; and they explained the meaning!o 'he people understood 
the reading (Neh. 8:7-8). 

It is clear, therefore, that the book of Nehemiah (8:1-9; 18:3,9) sets the 
public reading and explanation of the Law, a sort of preaching, in the time of 
Ezra by making use of expressions which belonged to an rge when public 
reading, thorough study and homiletical explanation of the Law had already 
become a sacred institution. 

2. The evolution of the literary genres.-We see, then, that the origin of 
the rnidrashic genre is inseparable from the formation and the life of the holy 
Books. The first rnidrashic development arose from searching the Bible itself 
and the related literature: the versions and apocrypha (see below), The later 
literature, of a purely midrashic character, remained in continuity with the 
Bible and constituted an organic link between the Bible and the rabbinic 
literature. 

When we recall the significance ofthe sacred Book in the life ofthe people 
of God we find this development very normal. At every stage in their 
progressive formation, and especially in the post-exilic community, the 
Scriptures were a part of the life of the community. They were constantly read 
and re-read, they were the sole object of teaching, and they nourished 
reflection and prayer. The people constantly inquired of them to find 
responses-divine responses-to the many problems which life posed. It is 
this life of the Scriptures in the heart of the community which is expressed in 
the midraiim, which were likewise constantly conditioned not only by the 
ideas and the religious doctrines of the period and the milieu, but more 
especially by the practical goal to which they responded. Nothing could be 
more wrong than the idea that midrash is a late creation of rabbinic Judaism. 
1 his is what we propose to do, too summarily. by pointing out the beginnings 
of midrashic tendency within the inspired Scriptures themselves. 

The general tendency of the biblical writers to ground themselves in their 
predecessors is well known: Isaiah referred to Amos: Jeremiah shows the 
influence of Hosea as well as of Isaiah; Ezekiel. in addition to his relation to 
the Holiness Code, made use of Amos, Hosea, Isaiah and especially Jeremiah. 
This tendency is noticeably increased in the post-exilic literature. The inspired 
writers of this period. like their contemporaries, had a thorough knowledge of 
the former Scriptures and especially of the Torah, which was at the center of 
the life o.f the community. The people faced the problems of the present in 
light of the Scriptures and they thought and wrote in terms of tl-cm: they relied 
on them for everything. It was during this period that the oral tradition was 
fixed in the "Writings." which in turn would be studied ant. reflected upon. 
The post-exilic books are almost always dependent upon the older inspired 
writings and they often refer to them. whether by verbatim quotations. free 
citat ions, or simple allusions. If the Writings in general were composed in this 
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way, the procedure is nonetheless especially characteristic of the wisdom 
books. 

for example, the first nine chapters of Proverbs are based on 
Deuteronomy, Jeremiah and Isaiah (56-66), but they integrate this material to 
give the impression of being an entirely new work (cr. A. Robert, "Les attaches 
litteraires bibliques de Provo I-IX", in RB 1935, p. 344-65). The work of Ben 
Sira, who calls his school th« house of mtdrasb (Eccles. 51:23) is a web of 
citations (especially Eccles. 44-50). It in turn reuses certain parts of Proverbs, 
but these parts often take on a more developed meaning. Wisdom, in spite of 
its Greek veneer, relies on the whole Jewish tradition. In this regard it presents 
a model of midrashic exegesis (for example chapters 10-12 and 16-19; cf. E. 
Osty, "Le livre de la Sagesse" in La Ste. Bible, Paris, Ed. du Cert, 1950. p. 19
22). Characteristic examples of the anthological style are also found in the 
Psalms of Thanksgiving (Hodayon recently discovered in the Judean desert. 
The Rule of the Community of Qumran and the Damascus Document also 
frequently cite and comment on the Law and the prophets. 

This procedure, which h-is been termed anthological, consists in 
"reusing, literally or equivateutly, the words or exnressions of the former 
Scriptures" (A. Robert, l.ITfERAIRES (Genres), in D.B.S. V. 411; this 
procedure has been well defined by the same author in "Le genre litteraire du 
Cantique des cantiques," in Vivre et penser, 1943·44. p. 192-213). II is 
obviously used extensively in the post-exilic literature. 

But the post-exilic writers were not content to reproduce and reuse the 
texts by simply espousing the thought which they expressed. The reflection of 
the new authors was a response to the texts which they used; it developed, 
enriched and transposed the original message. Then. in the movement which 
in the history of the people of God caused knowledge of revelation to mature 
and improve. the more recent writers often did not even take account of the 
fact that the meaning which they gave to the writings oftheir predecessors was 
different from the original meaning. They used their sources very freely, with a 
concern to respond to the needs and problems of their times. and they did not 
hesitate to give new meaning. by adaptation, to the old texts. 

Some examples taken from biblical books of different genres and 
periods. which for lack of space will be given a very summary treatment 
below. are only samples and mere indicat ions. The convergent wit ness of these 
different biblical passages, in which the characteristics of mid rash are 
manifest to different degrees. testifies that in the post-e xilic age the rnidrashic 
genre was a widespread phenomenon of which exegesis must take account. 

IV. SOME EXAMPLES FROM THE BIBLE 

I. II, the historical genre. -The most obvious exarnples of these 
midrashic methods in the flihle are given hy the priestly literature - begin
ning with the priestly writings Integrated into the Pentateuch-and especially 
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by the books of Chronicles. Their principal sources are the Pentateuch and the 
books of Samuel and Kings. especially P. The literary dependence of the 
Chronicler on the priestly document is quite appreciable, for example in the 
genealogies (with the frequent use of the term toledot, characteristic of P). As 
in the priestly history, these genealogies bring out the central motif of election. 
The historical books Samuel and Kings are no less already a commentary on 
the facts of history in the light of prophetic pronouncements. But in the 
Chronicler concern with the facts of history is even more obscure. It is an 
oriented history, or rather a meditation on history, giving the past a relevance 
to the concerns of the moment. At the center of the history of Israel the 
Chronicler put the reign of David, to whom' he attributed the entire 
organization of the service of the sanctuary, and he gave him the place which 
Moses had in the community described in the priestly texts of the Pentateuch 
(for example in the texts which speak of the Covenant). This transposition of 
history demonstrates the development of religious ideas and at the same time 
it reveals the immediate goal of the sacred writer, which was to legitimize the 
privilege of the Levites, It is from this very point of view that the Chronicler 
takes up the ancient materials and reworks them according to his theological 
conceptions and his own apologetic aims. These are typically midrashic traits. 

2. In the prophetic genre. (I.) Ezekiel 16.-ln this chapter, which is from 
the beginning of the exile, we clearly have an allegory; verses 3; 28.29, not to 
mention 27, present us immediately with historical allusion. The general 
theme is the care of God for Israel, his unfaithful wife; it if taken from Hosea 
and Jeremiah. A study of the vocabulary shows a number of contacts with 
Deuteronomy and Jeremiah. There are also contacts with the priestly Code, 
but these signify little more than a Common milieu. from all evidence we are 
dealing with an essentially biblical composition. A detailed analysis of the 
literary ties, in vocabulary as well as thought, produces a twofold result. 

First, the biblical sources have furnished Ezekiel not only with his general 
doclrinal theme. but also with the details of his allegory. It is presented as a 
historical allegory. Here, moreover, Ezekiel guards against fabrication; his 
narrative follows the events of the holy history with a curious accuracy, such 
tha t they are rela ted in the sequence Genesis- Kings (verse 3: the sojourn of the 
patriarchs in Palestine; 6: the covenant with Abraham; 7-8: the covenant with 
Moses, etc.). 

At first sight this chapter might appear to be very original. But a careful 
literary analysis shows that most of it was composed by reusing and bringing 
Into play litcrary elements which already existed in the biblical tradition, the 
mOlifs thernsclvr« as much as the style. Such a use of the traditions indicates a 
profound know ledge of and familiarity with them. The writer used them for 
his pa rcnctic and didactic ends with consummate skill. continually and 
intentionally blending the memories of the past with the problems of the 
present into poetic allegory. To give a supreme and solemn warning to 
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Jerusalem (and to "ellplain" the catastrophe which had fallen on the city) he 
used the great motif of the Covenant under the image of an allegorical 
marriage, by relating the whole history of Israel in its religious significance to 
the present situation. 

All the essential methods of midrash occur in this text: the reuse of 
transmitted sacred texts with a religious reflection on their content, the past to 
which they witness, with the contemporization which relates them for a 
practical end-here it is exhortation-to the present situation. In this case the 
prophet tries to make the people understand that the cause of the catastrophe 
which they are experiencing is to be found in the faithlessness of the people. At 
the same lime, in light of ,~iJe events the theological thinking has been 
deepened and improved: if! our case it is the central idea of the Covenant 
which, being in line with Deuteronomy and Jeremiah, appears here under a 
clearly more stable and more developed form. 

(2.) Is. 60-62.-This literary unit, which has clearly been taken from 
another context, is generally considered to belong to the time of Haggai and 
Zachariah. From a literary standpoint it is related to chapters 40-5~ 
(including the Servant poems) by the number of borrowed elements, while 
differing in its doctrinal perspective and historical background. In the Servant 
poems the savior of Israel assumes the identity of a teacher of truth who 
delivers a universal message, undergoes persecution and death, makes 
expiation and' intercession for the people and triumphs over suffering and 
death. In chapters 60-62, however, we have a more strictly national perspec
tive, where the universalism remains firmly centered on Jerusalem, the 
beloved of Yahweh, haloed by a divine ray in the darkness. whom the leaders 
of the past have come to help rebuild. The scope of the magnificent picture of 
the caravans which march to the holy city remains limited: these are foreigners 
who carry their precious gifts and who bring back the captive sons of Israel. 
The latter form as it were a priestly nobility whose servants are the foreigners. 
This vivid messianic picture is in sharp cont rast to the sufferings of t he present 
and the uncertainty of the future; the Scriptures therefore were searched for 
enlightenment, consolation and hope. especially Is. 40-55 and the messianic 
promises of the Law (60:15 = Gen. 12:3; 60:22 = Gen. 17:26,28:3, etc). 

(3.) The Servant poems.-The fundamental question of the relation of 
these poems to their context, which has been the object of so much discussion, 
would dor.btless be illuminated by a careful study of their literary genre. The 
resemblance between these nieces and their context is nossibly the result of the 
work of a later author who adapted and rethought the ancient text in a new 
age by transposing it and deepening its meaning (cf. Renee Bloch, "Quelques 
aspects de la figure de Moise dans la tradition rabbinique" in Moise. Fhomme 
de I'A lliance, special issue of Cahiers Sioniens, 1954;and Paris. Desclee, 1955. 

p. 153-154). 
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3. In the wisdom genre.-(I.) Provo 1-9.-The redactor of the first 
collection of Proverbs, like the later author of Wisdom, undertook a re
evaluation of traditional teaching. Using the old motifs he made a new 
synthesis, and he was the one who first placed the idea ofdivine Wisdom at the 
center of this synthesis. He "transposed" the idea ofTorah into Wisdom. This 
transposition corresponded to a new historical context. but it was not done 
without careful consideration. whieh enabled it to end in a coherent synthesis. 

Since A. Robert has made a detailed study of the vocabulary of this 
anthology in five Revue Biblique articles (1934-35) we will not dwell on Provo 
1-9 here. We will only recall that the vocabulary of these chapters was taken 
from just three writings; Deuteronomy. Jeremiah and Isaiah (especially 40
66), but has been uniformly inflected with the meaning of the doctrine of 
Wisdom. Wisdom assumes the messianic role traditionally reserved for an 
elect descendent of David (chap. 8). Even the Temple of Jerusalem is 
"transposed" into the Temple of Wisdom. 

Provo 1-9 is a literary and theological construction based on a method of 
adaptation and profound reflection on Scripture which is already definitely 
midrashic. 

(2.) The Song of Songs.-If the exegesis of the Song of Songs has been 
greatly debated and its allegorical significance. based on prophetic teaching 
confronted by contemporary history, has often been misunderstood, it is 
because the study of its genre and its literary structure has too often been 
neglected. 

The vocabulary of the poem is directly and consistently biblical. The 
most classical themes are used: king, shepherd, flock, vineyard, garden, 
Lebanon, blossoming springtime, night, awakening; all with eschatological 
significance and grouped around the central motif, already developed by 
Hosea, Jeremiah. and III Isaiah: the unfaithful wife (Israel) taken back by her 
husband (Yahweh) as though he had just married her. The constant reference 
to the biblical motifs and the dramatization and reinterpretation ofthe events 
and aspirations of the period after Nehemiah indicate that this is pure 
rnidrash. 

(3.) Eccles. 24.-The entire chapter is full of biblical reminiscences, but it 
is particularly related to Provo 8:22-33. The imagination of the author, 
however, gives a new form to the ancient motif. Wisdom is personified as 
coming forth from the mouth of the Most High, singing her own praise to the 
hea verts, searching the earth for a dwelling place, settling in Israel, fulfilling 
the liturgical offices of the Temple and finally revealing that she is identical 
with the Law of Moses. This figure originates entirely from meditation on 
Scripture. The personality of the author is asserted in the presentation rather 
than in the content or the material used. The apparent newness of the 
identification of Wisdom with the Law is actually only the elucidation of a 
motif constantly presupposed in the sources used. 
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(4.) Eccles. 44: 1-50:24: The eulogy of the fathers.-The activity of 
Wisdom in Israel is described in detail in this eulogy of the fathers. It is a series 
of portraits of the great figures of bibliCal history, touched up with some traits 
taken from different biblical books. A number of details show that the 
author's g08 Jwas edification. The insistence in the passages which relate to the 
cult (4.5:6-25; 50: 1-21) and t'" succession of the high priests (45:24-26), etc. 
clearly corresponds to conter-porary affairs which concerned the author: the 
disaffection with the cerernr n.es of the Temple and the intrigues surrounding 
the succession of the high priest. Here again the two principal characteristics 

. of midrash can be seen: the use of biblical texts for the purpose of edification, 
in the sen-ice of contemporary needs. This important unit can therefore be 
considered aggadic mid rash, in accordance with the allusion of 51:23. 

(5.) The Book of Wisdom.-Confronted with the seductions and the 
assaults of Greek paganism, the author of this book sought to revive the faith 
of his countrymen. To strengthen them he emphasized the reward of the just 
by contrasting it to the punishment of the wicked. He insistently reminded 
them that God had given the Torah to Israel, a gift more precious than the 
most alluring inventions of Greek civilization. He repeated classical biblical 
teaching to them in a way which demonstrated its relevance as well as its 
transcendence, with which the Hellenistic culture could not compete. The idea 
of Wisdom, which was found already in the biblical tradition, enabled him to 
regroup the elements of the traditional doctrine under a philosophical form 
which lent itself particularly well to a confrontation with Greek wisdom. At 
the same time it made an appeal to pagans, by denouncing the delusion of 
idolatry and by presenting to them the glories of divine Wisdom. In this whole 
effort the author makes extensive use of the language, ideas and culture of the 
Hellenistic world, while remaining thoroughly Jewish, nourished by the 
Scriptures. Moreover, he constantly appeals to the Scriptures. Hence when 
addressing kings he assumes the character of Solomon. The Wisdom which he 
presents is not different from that of Provo 8:1-9:6 and of Eccles. 24. The 
allusions to the origins of Israel, the exodus and especially the plagues of 
Egypt are very characteristic But a detailed comparison shows at t he same 
time the freedom and boldness with which the author used these texts of the 
Pentateuch which he venerated because of their divine origin. He supplements 
the traditional narratives, or rather, suppresses whatever would interfere with 
his own account; he embellishes to suit his arguments, or even for literary 
reasons; more, he rearranges the events. or gives them a new meaning; it is all 
"accomplished model of midrashic exegesis' (sec E. Ost y. "Ic livre de la 
Sagessc" in La Ste. Bible, Paris. Ed. du Cctl, 1950. p. 19.20-26). 

4. In the Psalms. (I.j I's. 1.12 Opinions about the dare and rhe 
historical setting of this psalm are very divergent. It seems clear however t hat 

the Crull of the problem is to determine the genre of the psalm: should the 
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details of the description be taken literally? What situation. what psychology 
would evoke it? Let us see what the structure of the psalm reveals. 

Verses 1-10. A prayer which praises the merits of David: he was trying to 
find a resting place for the Ark and with the consent of the people to rescue it 
from oblivion. 

Verses 11-12. The first part implicitly uses 2 Sam. 1:1-11, which relates 
the interview with Nathan. The second part clearly refers to the divine 
response. The purpose of building on this response is to give reasons for hope 
that the prayer will be granted: the Davidic dynasty has the promise of an 
everlasting reign. The rejection of it was only temporary and was justified by 
its infidelities. 

Verses 13-14. It follows from the same prophecy of Nathan that God has 
chosen Zion as his eternal dwelling place. Now given (he circumstances in 
which Nathan's prophecy was uttered, the fate of the house of David will be 
the same as that of the house of Yahweh. The election is valid, then, forever. 

Verses 15-18. It followed from this that the divine blessings would surely 
descend upon the priests and the faithful. Verses 11-18 suggest in veiled terms 
the prospects of a personal messiah. 

In short, this psalm appears to be a midrashic reflection on the prophecy 
of Nathan. and the occasion of its composition may have been the 
reconstruction of the Temple and the disappearance of Zeruba bel. The author 
reasoned rightly about the link between the Temple and the dynasty, which is 
presupposed by Haggai and Zach. 1-8. He responded to a question which was 
being raised: the Temple was rebuilt; why then did the Davidic line seem to he 
extinct forever? The psalmist recalls the divine promises, which he does not 
doubt. and in this psalm his affirmation of faith changes into supplication. 
While using the ancient narratives the psalm gives them new life: it 
"actualizes" them. The whole Jewish soul is there. with its trust in the 
Scriptures and its hopes, and it is badly misunderstood when this wonderful 
composition is reduced to a banal review of a historical fact in the time of 
David or given a false Sitz im Leben by relating it to a liturgical rite which 
cannot be defined. 

(2.) Ps. 78. The midrashic genre is also evident in this historical psalm, 
which regards the entire history of Israel from the standpoint of the election of 
Judah and the rejection of Ephraim. Other features. too, are characteristic of 
the genre of this psalm and its dependence on the priestly tradition; as for 
example the waters raised like 011.'01/ (during the crovsir g of the Red Sea) in 
verse 13 (a characteristic of P, in contrast with J and f). 

Psalms 7.1. 105. etc., the so-called historical psalms may also he seen as 
similar to many so-ca lled royal psalms (2. 45. 72, 110). Other genres also 
rr()\idc us with a number of examples in addition to those noted above: lor 
cxa mp!e Harucu, Jonah (which extends the doctrine of Jeremiah to cnmha t 
the particula rism of its time). etc. The problem of the priestly Code too would 
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most likely benefit from a sto.! Jy:n the light of the miorashic genre. It no longer 
seems overstated to consider Deuteronomy a work done in midrashic style. In 
its historical sections it follows the Yahwistic and Elohistic narratives word 
for word while developing them, commenting on them and grafting 
exhortations to faithfulness onto them. 

5. Minor examples.v-Next to these fundamental tendencies, which often 
bear on the extensive biblical works. there is room for a study of certain lesser 
literary methods which are characteristic of midrashic development; for 
example the marked interest in the etymology of proper names. alliteration 
and other types of verbal assonance and paronomasia (cf. F. M. Th. de Liagre 
Bohl, "Wortspiele im A.T.", in Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society, 
1926, p, 196-216; and in Opera minora, Groningue, Wolters, 1953, p. 11-25; 
and I. L. Seeligmann, "Voraussetzungen der Midraschexegese," in 
Supplements to Vetus Testamentum, Congress Volume. Copenhagen, 1953, 
Leiden, Brill. 1953, p, 150-81). These methods undergo considerable devel
opment in rabbinic midrash (see the problems raised on this subject by J. D. 
Wynkoop. "A peculiar kind of Paronomasia in the Talmud and Midrash" in 
JQR, new series, 2 (1911), p. 1-23). 

The midrasim which enlarge upon the biblical narratives are not always 
simply the interpretations or speculations of an individual. They also bear 
traditions which were not recorded in the Scriptures. Some of these extra
biblical traditions are alluded to in the Bible itself. Thus a gloss (the 
important e of glosses is too often minimized; a study of them would reveal, 
among other things, interesting midrashic tendencies) appears in 15. 29:22, 
which describes God as the Savior of Abraham, assuming a tradition which 
was not preserved by the biolicaltext and which the LXX ignored. The LXX 
has an entire theological elaboration in this verse, and inserts the idea of 
election in place of the midrast:ic theme ofthedeliverance of Abraham: "That 
is why, thus says the Lord to the house of Jacob, which he has set apart since 
Abraham.... " But this tradition is well attested in rabbinic literature: 
because he destroyed the idol of Nimrod. king of Ur, Abraham was thrown by 
the king into a fiery furnace. frorn which God rescued him safe and sound (see 
Renee Bloch, "Ecriture et tradition dans Ie judatsrne", in Cahiers sioniens, 
1954, n. I, p. 29, note 62). 

V. MIDRASH IN THE BIBLICAL MILIEU 

I. The apocryphal literature: midrash and apocalyptic.-The preceding 
observations give a view of the midrashic method which is broader and yet 
more accurate than the notions commonly held. At the same time they show 
that this method was in common use in the Persian period. If rabbinic midrash 
appeared at the time of the Gospel as a genre whose characteristics were 
already shaped and even fixed, it is because the genre had developed slowly 
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during the course of the preceding centuries, In fact the apocryphal literature, 
which flourished alongside the canonical literature already In the second 
century B.C., arose essentially out of the midrashie genre. It includes, for 
example: Jubilees. a midrashic development of Genesis, called Little Genesis 
in Greek; the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, which contains moral and 
religious exhortations, using the biblical accounts abuut the twelve sons of 
Jacob as a point of departure, etc. This literature continued to develop until 
the end of the first century A.D., and was very important as well as extensive. 
The documents discovered in the Judean desert provide additional evidence. 
The Damascus Document contains a meditation on history from the fall of 
the "Watchers" to the time of the author. as well as halakhic expositions. 

But there is a particularly close relationship between apocalyptic and 
mid rash. In both cases. in fact, the authors intended to Instruct and to edify by 
referring to Scripture or to revered traditions. Both have the fulfillment of the 
ancient promises in mind: they search the texts, di~overinlin them a deep 
and mysterious meaning, particularly showing how history is guided by 
Providence. They searched the past in order to identify the hand of God in 
current events and to announce the end of time, which was thought to bevery 
near. The authors of the apocalypses saw the fulfillment of the prophetic 
utterances in the events of their time: they conternporized the ancient 
prophecies. 

The prophecies are placed on the lips of the great figures of the past: 
Enoch, Moses. Job, Daniel, Ezra. etc.• who had foreseen and resolved all the 
problems of the present. In the book of Jubilees. an excellent example of 
aggadic midrash, we encounter already the principle which recurs constantly 
in rabbinic midrashim: the response to all religious questions had been given 
to Moses by God (G. Vermes. MLa figure de MoIse au tournant des deux 
Testaments". in Moise, l homme de [,Alliance, special number of Cahiers 
Sioniens, 1954; and Paris, Desclee. 1955, p. 77-78, 83-84, 91). But this 
constant reference to the past was well suited to bold transpositions: the wise 
Job of the Bible becomes, in the Testament of Job (K. Kohler, "The 
Testament of Job, An Essene Midrasb on the Book of Job, "in Semitic Studies 
in memo'." of Alexander Kohut, Berlin, 1897, p. 264·338), a mystic who saw 
the celestial chariot described by Ezekiel. and was raised from sheik \0 king 
like his friends (chapter 7. ed. cit., p. 326f.-this tradition is also found in thl 
LXX Job, 42: 17d, e). The restrained narratives of the Bible are amplified by 
many details. and in places are transposed to represent current circumstances 
Thus the Sabeans (Job 1:15) became the Persians (Test. of Job, 4:13); Joh 
who is not a Jew, though the author of the Testament wished to relate him t, 
Israel by making him pass for a son of Esau and husband of Dinah. gives a 
last counsel to his sons the advice not to marry foreign women. 

The Habakkuk Commentary, which is a contemporizing paraphrase ( 
the first two chapters of Habakkuk, uses every known midrashic method. ·11' 
preoccupation with actualizing prophetic pronouncements is in tl 
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foreground: the Chaldeans become the Kittim, conquering people ofthe end 
time; the "Righteous" designates the "Teacher of Righteousness"; the 
"Wicked" the wicked priest. The author argues from homophonic words; 
from malal (proverb) he moves to maial (ruler). His explanations sometimes 
attest textual variants as well as Masoretic readings (G. Vermes. "Le 
'Commentaire d'Habacuc' et le N.T.," in Cahiers sioniens, 1951, p. 342-43). 

The main difference between the two genres is that mid rash is presented 
as a work of tradition and of reflection, while apocalypse (precisely as its 
name, which means Mrevelation," implies) intends to convey truths which 
elude the human intellect and were communicated from above. Moreover, 
mid rash appea.s to be different from apocalypse because it is turned toward 
the past while apocalypse is turned toward the eschatological future. This is 
only an appearance however; S',( h orientations are for tile most part literary 
fiction. When midrash consults t'te past, it is thinking of the present, and even, 
in a veiled manner, of the future (cf. the implications of the priestly Code and 
the messianism of Chronicles). Conversely, in the apocalyptic genre the 
author recounts the past, by convention, in the form of prophecy, but with all 
the particulars of a history: this is in order to validate his eschatological 

predictions (cf. Daniel). 
Finally, the two genres share a profound sense of the supernatural, which 

makes them neglect secondary causes and absorb the human into the divine. 
Hence the predominance of miracles and the often hyperbolic style. The 
midrashic and apocalyptic genres experienced an extraordinarily extensive 
development in the Jewish literature of the last centuries before the birth of 
Christianity and in the early Christian period. Apocalypse is only a type of 
mid rash, and it established, as it were, some of the midrashic characteristics. 
Since it has been acknowledged that midrash exists in the Bible as a tendency 
and even as a developed genre, it would be most illogical to disregard the 
presence of the midrashic genre itself in the Bible. (On prophetic eschatology. 
which draws its substance from the history of Israel and intends to explain the 
unfolding of that history by relating the messianic future to the present and to 
the past, see A. Feuillet, "Le messianisme du livre d Tsaie.' in RecS R, 1949. p, 

183-84). 

2. The Versions.-Analogous observations can be made by studying the 
ancient versions, especially the LXX. On almost every page one finds 
modifications inspired by the l~leJlogical ideas of the translator and his 
milieu, motifs taken from oral tradition. and identifications which relate the 
sacred text to the age of the interpreter. The midrashic tendency of the 
versions is even more understandable because the purpose of the ancient 
translators was not to produce a v-rsion which followed the leiter but rather 
the spirit of the Scriptures so that they would be understood and explained in 
the liturgical assemblies. Preciselythis adaptation to life is. as we have already 
pointed out. an essential characteristic of midrash. The correlative tendency 
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to actualize the content of the sacred text by transposing it in a way which 
would relate it directly to the present situation is also found in the versions. 

The translation of Isaiah in the LXX, for example, reveals the influence 
of contemporary events. A typical case is Is. 9: II, in which the Greek 
translator replaces the Arameans and the Philistines of Isaiah's time with the 
Syrians and the Greeks of his own time. Even more interesting is the history of 
the name Kittim (Gen. 10:4). Originally given to the inhabitants of Cyprus (Is. 
22: I, 12; Jer. 2: 10; Ezek. 27:6) it came to designate successively the 
Macedonians (1 Mace. I: I; 8:5), the Syrians (Jubilees 37: 10), and the Romans 
(Dan. II :30, in the LXX, Vulgate, Peshitta, Targum of Jerusalem, Habakkuk 
Commentary), because of the mysterious prophecy in Num. 24:24. The 
mysterious conqueror in Numbers was identified each time with the 
contemporary invader (G. Vermes. "Le cadre historique des manuscrits de la 
mer Morle,"in RecSR, 1953, p. 210-13; Les manuscrits du desert de Juda, 
Paris, Desclee. 1953, p. 84-85). 

Until now the versions have been studied almost exclusively from the 
standpoint of the history of the biblical text, and studies on them have been 
preoccupied with textual criticism. But the versions are also privileged 
witnesses to the development of religious ideas and they are equally important 
for the study of ancient Jewish exegesis. The versions actually laid the 
groundwork for the later midrashim, particularly the homiletic midrashim. 

In this slow progression toward the characteristic literary forms of 
rabbinic literature one should not forget the exegetical and rnidrashic work 
which the establishment of the consonantal text of the Hebrew Bible 
presupposed. The choice of qere (the text which is read) as opposed to the 
ketib (the written text) is already an interpretation. The tiqqune soferim 
(corrections of the scribes) often intended to eliminate anthropomorphisms or 
other expressions which were considered shocking by the people of that time. 
This vast and obscure work is on the one hand basic to later rabbinic exegesis 
and on the other hand basic to the exegesis which was incorporated into the 
NT and which constituted the starting-point of Christian exegesis. 

J. The Palestinian Targum.-This cannot beconsidered a version. which 
can be seen simply by reading it. While the Targum of Onkelos, edited in 
Babylonia in an artificial language, is less a true version than an adaptation of 
Ihe Pentateuch to the discussions in the great Babylonian rabbinic schools (a 
sort of' peiat , interpretation of the Torah according to the Talmudic 
ha lak hah). the Palestinian Targum comes much closer te ,/ora{ It is much 
closer to rnidrash than to the versions. It is even quite likely that it was 
or iginallya sort of hornileric rnidrash, or simply the framework for a sequence 
of homilies on Script ure , made in the synagogue after the public reading of the 
Torah It includes already the entire structure and all the motifs of midrash. II 
contains very ancient traditions (a study of the manuscripts from the Cairo 
Genizah demonstrates Ihis; cr. P. Kahle, The Cairo Genizah, London, 1947, p. 
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121-30) and constitutes a type of midrash. Used as an immediate extension of 
the Scripture reading it constituted a sort of juncture or bridge between the 
biblical text and its interpretation. 

4. The New Testament.-The tendencies which we have summarily 
described occur quite naturally in the NT. Study of midrashic processes in the 
NT-a field which has not yet been thoroughly explored-c-would be of very 
great interest, but it cannot be done within the scope of this article. At most we 
can mention some salient points. 

The Gospel of Matthew uses almost all the midrashic methods, some in 
. their most characteristic form. We might mention, for example, the 

exposition on Num. 24: 17 in Matt. 2: 1-12; on Hosea II: I in 2: 13-15 (a typical 
transposition); on Jer. 31: 15in 2:16-18; on the resemblance between Nazarene 
and Nazareth in 2:23; on Zach. 11:12-13, and Jer. 32:6-15 in 27:3-10. 
Particularly significant is the development of Zach. 9:9 in 21:2-7. 

In Luke, especially in the infancy gospel, and most notably in the 
Magnificat and the Benedictus, we have excellent examples of the 
anthological style, and in the first part of Acts, especially in the speeches of 
Peter, Stephen and Paul. The symbolism of the Fourth Gospel, its interest in 
the meaning of names, its penchant for word plays, etc., are also related to 
certain midrashic tendencies. With Paul. especially in the major epistles, we 
find the most characteristic and authentic form of midrash, what might be 
called the great midrash: confronted with the immense problem of a change in 
economy-salvation by faith in Christ. the call of the Gentiles, the rejection by 
official Judaism-the Apostle, guided by the Spirit, searched ceaselessly in 
the ancient Scriptures to find divine answers to the questions posed by the new 
situation. We see this in Gal. 3-4 and Rom. 4, and 9-11, etc. Besides these 
examples (rnidrash on the justification of Abraham, in Gal. 3 and Rom. 4; on 
Sarah and Hagar, in Gal. 4) one could mention the mid rash on the veil of 
Moses in 2 Cor. 3:7-18, etc. 

The midrashic genre pervades the Epistle to the Hebrews. but it differs 
from the preceding examples in that the author wished to draw apologetic 
arguments from the biblical text rather than answers to actual questions. The 
great mid rash on Melchizedek in chapter 7 is particularly characteristic in this 

regard. 
It is evident that the Apocalypse of St. John draws its motifs and images 

from the 01'. It is literally filled with biblical allusions. Its literary methods 
easily compare with those of jewish apocalyptic. 

Hence all the forms of midrash are found in the NT: the midrashic study 
of a character. an event or a collection of biblical texts: the midrashic 
exposition on a text (sometimes composite); the midrashic contemporization 
of ancient texts for the sake of applying them to the present (see the examples 
~ivcn for Malt. and among many others. Acts, I: 15-22; see also the 
conteruporized application of many biblical texts in the Johannine Passion 
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narrative; similarly Acts 7:42, where in a text quoted from Amos 5:27, 
Damascus is replaced by Babylon, folIowing the requirements of the context); 
the homiletic midrash (some characteristic examples: Matt. 24:37-42: the 
lesson of the flood; I Cor. 10: 1-13: the lesson of the exodus; Heb. II: the 
example of the ancient heroes of the faith); and even halakhic midrash (see in 
Matt. 5:32; and 19:9 apropos divorce, a halakhic precise application peculiar 
to this Gospel; cf. I Cor. 9:8-10 on Deut. 25:4). FinalIy, there are certain non
biblical midrashic traditions in the NT (e.g., the Moses traditions in Acts 7:22
32; the tradition of the rock which accompanied the Israelites in the desert in I 
Cor. 10:4; the role of the angels in the promulgation of the Law in Gal. 3: 19; 
the magicians opposed to Moses in 2 Tim. 3:8; the dispute of the archangel 
Michael with the devil on the subject of Moses' body in Jude 9), and certain 
classical biblical "occasions" of apostolic preaching which are equally 
amenable to the midrashic genre (thus Is. 6:9-10, on the hardening of the 
people: cf. Matt. 13:14-15; Mark 4:12; John 12:40; Act! 28:25-27; and Ps. 
118:22, the stone which the builders rejected: cf. Matt. 21:42; Mark 12:10; 
Luke 20: 17; Acts 4: II; I Pet. 2:4). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Study of the midrashic genre and midrashic methods seems to be 
particularly fruitful for the exegesis of the OT as welI as of the NT. Certainly 
since the development of biblical criticism Scripture is no longer thought of as 
a static unit. Archeology and history have enabled us to locate the biblical 
world in the setting of the ancient Near East and have laid the foundations for 
an extra-biblical comparison which, pruned ofits excesses of imagination and 
method, could throw light on many points regarding tne genesis oft he biblical 
writings. Literary criticism has taught us to distinguish and to classify actual 
literary units according to their age, their provenance and their affinities. 
Formgeschichte has inaugurated, albeit in a form which is still usually too 
extrinsic and too conjectural, an attempt to return the texts to their Sitz im 
Leben. But we still need, among other things. to return the formation of the 
sacred books. and these books themselves, to their own historical,literary and 
doctrinal milieu; that is, the biblical milieu, their proper place, to the 
framework of a living tradition which is constantly in progress, deepening and 
reflecting on itself and the revelation which it transmits. We have yet to 
discover by careful literary analysis their links. their sources and their 
insertion into this tradition which originated with Moses and the prophets. 
Now it appears to follow from observations made in the course of this article 
that the midrashie genre, which comprises an explanation and a deepening of 
the Bible by the Bible, is the ideal area for this research, for it provides the key, 
especially for the post-exilic literature. Hence the importance of an accurate 
idea and sufficient knowledge of the midrashic genre for the study and 
understanding of the sacred Books (see, e.g., A. Robert, "L'exegese des 
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Psaumes selon les methodes de la ·Formgeschichteschule."• an account and 
critique. in Miscellanea biblica B. Ubach, Montserrat, 19.54, p. 211-2.5). 
Hence also the usefulness of the study of post-biblical midrashic literature. 
which can be of great help in giving this idea its accurate shape and acquiring 
sufficient knowledge ofthe literary genre itself which is the most characteristic 

and yet the least understood of the Bible. 

III 

Methodological Note for the 
of Rabbinic Literatur 

REN~E BLOCH 

Translated by 

WILLIAM SCOlT GRE 

Ul'4{VERSITY OF ROCHESTER 

The importance of the study of r binic iterature' for the understanding 
of JUdaism itself, its historical evol Ion and it invariant traits is too evident 
to require justification. The lite ture of me . val Judaism, despite its 
somewhat novel concerns and lit ary genres. remai above all a literature of 
elaboration and codification b ed for the most par n the heritage of the 
rabbinic tradition. It took up e basic elements of thi eritage in order to 
reorganize, sometimes to dev op, often to condense them, ut did so without 
perceptibly deflecting the ev lution of the traditions contain therein. It is 
obvious to anyone even ~Iit1y familiar with later Jewish litera re that it is 
more profoundly shaped by the substratum (le fond) transmitt almost 
unchanged from the ra inic tradition than it is by the traits pee iar to 
medieval Jewish thougbt. The study of the former thus is essential in e ~ry 

respect. and all the:tiiculties, all the uncertainties confronted by whoever 
comes to Jewish Stud 'es are due to the scarcity of basic works dealing with this 
critical period, , 

It seems that until now much less attention has been paid to the benefit 
that the study of 'bihlical literature>- particularly of the later writings of the 
Old Testament -vcould derive simply from lire understanding (we cannot 
speak of a better understanding) of the ancient strata of rabbinic literature. 
especially the exegetical and homiletical literature. Of course, this is said on 
condition that the literary character of these ancient rabbinic writings, which 
are nearly contemporary with the latest biblical books and which represent an 
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